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Highlights

� We have added a HDMS mixture to enhance contact angle variation and avoid cracks in the hydrophobic layer. � Low voltage actuation:
contact angle changes from 7 V, achieving a change of 28� at 15 V for distilled water. � Comparison of distilled water and ethylene glycol
glycerol mixtures analyzing contact angle change, recovery, falling time. � We have analyzed the actuation dynamics, achieving recoveries
of more than 92% in all the cases, thus demonstrating the good reliability of the device.
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24Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) has been studied for more than a decade and used for different
25applications but still there are few works on non-aqueous liquids such as mixtures of polyols. We have
26found that significant contact angle change can be achieved at voltages of 10 V and bellow and that the
27recovery, when the voltage is withdrawn, exceeds 92% in all the cases. The dynamic change of contact
28angle has been measured applying 2 Hz and 5 Hz square 10 V amplitude signal. The operation is stable
29but has a cut-off frequency in the range of frequency explored. Those results have been achieved using
30a glass substrate covered by an ITO electrode followed by a thin alumina layer and by a Teflon layer.
31We have also observed that the use of an HMDS layer followed by an ALD alumina layer prior to
32Teflon deposition provides better initial contact angle value, and that it can be achieved a significant con-
33tact angle change at lower voltages. Up to 1000 switch cycles have been performed and the contact angle
34change when using DI water rapidly becomes insignificant whereas with the polyol mixtures, although
35we have observed contact angle change degradation, it gets to a stable value thereafter.
36� 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
37

38

39

40 1. Introduction

41 The movement of liquids through channels based on
42 Electrowetting on Dielectric phenomena (EWOD) [1–3], is being
43 used in a large variety of Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems
44 (MOEMS) [4], such as liquid lenses [5], displays based on
45 Electrowetting [6] or in a variety of biomedical sensors where liq-
46 uid droplets are moved, merged and split [7–8]. In all those appli-
47 cations a thin electrode layer, a dielectric and a hydrophobic layer
48 on top of each other, cover a substrate. When the liquid is electri-
49 cally conductive, the drop movement is originated when an electric
50 voltage is applied between a needle, or other kind of upper elec-
51 trode, in contact with the drop, and a bottom electrode. As a result,
52 the energy stored in the capacitor formed between the liquid and
53 electrode unbalances the surface tension equilibrium leading to
54 movement of the triple line [9–11]. This is schematically shown
55 in Fig. 1. The main parameters are also shown.
56 In Fig. 1. cSV is the surface tension between the surface and air,

57 cLV is the surface tension between the liquid and air, cSL0 is the sur-
58 face tension between the liquid and the substrate at zero voltage, h
59 is the macroscopic contact angle between the drop and the sub-
60 strate and V is the applied voltage.
61 Distilled water is commonly used as liquid, either for simplicity
62 or because it has a high surface tension value and high contact

63angle on hydrophobic surfaces. However, several problems have
64been observed such as corrosion of electrodes, electrolysis, bub-
65bling, tendency to permeate through or swell numerous polymers,
66and ability to degrade some materials. Besides, water has a freez-
67ing temperature preventing its use in some outdoor electrowetting
68applications. As predicted by the Young–Lippmann equation [12],
69the contact angle gets smaller when the applied voltage increases
70until a certain saturation value is reached. Moreover, if the voltage
71value is reversed to zero, the contact angle does not fully recover
72the initial value [13].
73All those problems have motivated the systematic research on
74non-aqueous liquids suitable for electrowetting applications [14]
75such as DMSO, ethylene glycol, formamide, c-butyrolactone, N-
76methyl formamide, etc. and also, more recently, on room-tempera-
77ture ionic liquids (RTILs) as electrolytes [15,16].
78It is clear that achieving robust electrowetting devices requires
79further investigation in the main EWOD device elements: the
80hydrophobic layer and the liquid itself.
81Among the non-aqueous liquids proposed in the literature, in
82this paper we have concentrated on mixtures of two organic liq-
83uids: ethylene glycol, which was studied by Heikenfeld [14] and
84a liquid which is widely used in microfluidics and in printed elec-
85tronic applications: glycerol. However: ethylene glycol has low
86surface tension value and glycerol has a high viscosity value. A
87mixture of those components allows obtaining a workable elec-
88trowetting solution where surface tension is not too low and vis-
89cosity not too high to withstand the required speed of consumer
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90 applications. Moreover, mixtures of these liquids are commonly
91 used as anti-freezing in automobiles and other outdoor applica-
92 tions depending on the mixture ratio [17]. In this work we have
93 used different polar liquid mixtures (PLM) of ethylene–glycol and
94 glycerol.
95 Moreover, we also have studied the dielectric layer and
96 hydrophobic layer. As predicted by the Lippmann–Young equation,
97 in order to reduce the value of the voltage required for a given
98 change in contact angle, Dh, materials of larger value of the relative
99 permittivity have to be used. Simultaneously, some treatment is

100 required to avoid hydrolization and chemical reactions at the elec-
101 trode. Among the many possibilities, Alumina (Al2O3) is a good
102 candidate as, when deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD)
103 technique, it results in a very conformal layer, which is the origin
104 of the reproducibility of the results. It also has a high relative per-
105 mittivity value (er � 8). These two properties allow to reduce the
106 thickness of the Teflon layer and, hence, a lower actuation voltage
107 is required for the same contact angle change [18]. For example,

108 Dh = 30� can be achieved at 25 V with a 25 nm thick alumina layer
109 and a 150 nm Teflon layer on top.
110 We also have explored the effect of HMDS [19] as adhesion pro-
111 moter prior to Teflon deposition process. HMDS (hexamethyldisi-
112 lazane) is widely used in microelectronics industry to improve
113 photoresist adhesion to oxides by a silylation process. HDMS works
114 on surface oxides such as SiO2, Al2O3, etc [20]. The compatibility
115 with the semiconductor manufacturing process is the main reason
116 to use this treatment in our samples with good results in enhanc-
117 ing hydrophobicity of Teflon layer as is shown below.
118 In this paper we have measured the initial contact angle, the
119 dynamic change of the contact angle value after a given voltage
120 is applied, the time response, the contact angle reversibility after
121 the voltage is removed and the response of the liquid drop to a ser-
122 ies of pulses of different frequencies. This study has been extended
123 to 1000 pulse cycle in order to observe liquid behavior within
124 EWOD phenomena for long term cycling.

125 2. Materials and experimental setup

126 The fabrication of our samples started by a sputtering deposi-
127 tion of a 76.7 nm thick indium–tin oxide (ITO) layer on a glass sub-
128 strate as the bottom electrode. After the ITO electrode was
129 deposited, a high relative permittivity dielectric material (high-
130 k), namely, alumina (Al2O3), 25 nm thick layer was deposited by
131 an atomic layer deposition (ALD) [21]. Before depositing Teflon
132 layer [22], we deposited the adhesion promoter thin layer
133 (HMDS) by spin-coating at 3000 rpm and then we typically com-
134 pleted the surface treatment by spin-coating, at 3000 rpm for
135 60 s, of a 10% Teflon AF solution (DuPont), resulting in a 200 nm
136 thick film.
137 The film thickness was adjusted by varying the concentration of
138 Teflon by diluting with Fluorinert FC-40 (DuPont). The Teflon-cov-
139 ered glass substrates were then heat treated for 6 min at 112 �C in

140air, followed by 5 min at 165 �C and 15 min at 328 �C, in order to
141remove any residual solvent and improve the adhesion of the
142Teflon layer to the substrate.
143The liquids we have used in our experiments, are five different
144homogeneous mixtures of ethylene glycol and glycerol using
14510 mL solvent (ethylene glycol) and several amounts of glycerol,
146resulting in glycerol percentage of 42.86%, 36.84%, 33.33%,
14729.25%, 25%, 20%, 11.11%.
148As the viscosity has very different values in ethylene glycol
149(1.61e�2 Pa s) and glycerol (1.412 Pa s), mixtures of the two
150liquids have a wide range of viscosity depending on the mixture
151percentage. The friction coefficient is linearly related to bulk
152viscosity and thereby affects the friction force at the triple line
153[23]. Experiments performed for several droplet volume and liquid
154viscosity show [24] that to remain in time response values of
15510–20 ms viscosity should be smaller than 20–40 mPa s. As
156applications in this range of time response are the most probable
157(e.g. Lenses or displays) we have concentrated in the lower side
158of glycerol percentages in the mixtures.
159The samples were placed onto a specific lens holder and gonio-
160metric device (CAM200) [25] to measure the contact angle, see
161Fig. 2, 10 ll drops of the conductive liquids were deposited using
162a vertical syringe on top of the surface of the samples. Side-view
163images of the drops were obtained using a high speed digital
164camera with zoom lens. A voltage difference was applied across
165the bottom electrode and a platinum needle in contact with the
166liquid with a power supply (Agilent 4156C) [26]. Typically, a 25 V
167negative voltage was applied to the platinum needle while the bot-
168tom electrode was grounded.
169An automated, homemade surface and interfacial tension ana-
170lyzer with high speed camera (BASLER A602F) [27] as front view,
171with resolution of 640 � 480 pixels with capturing speed rate of
172400 f/s, and 640 � 480 pixels, 60 f/s camera as top view, was used.
173Real time image processing commercial software has been used to
174analyze the drop shape. Performing edge detection to extract the
175drop profile close to the contact line, the contact angle, h, is
176obtained by evaluating the slope of a third order polynomial fit.

1773. Results

178In our experiments we observed that the layers of Teflon
179directly deposited on top of the ITO electrode suffered from break-
180down after applying voltage between a droplet and the substrate.
181The results are shown in Fig. 3. where magnified pictures of the
182surface of Teflon before and after applying a 10 V to a DI water dro-
183plet are shown.
184As can be seen, the application of voltage has produced a sur-
185face degradation jeopardizing the reproducibility of the measure-
186ments. This was totally avoided by depositing the alumina layer
187as described above, thereby demonstrating that alumina acts as a
188barrier avoiding Teflon damage.
189The effect of the adhesion promoter HMDS treatment before
190Teflon deposition is shown in Fig. 4 where the values of the initial
191contact angle are shown for distilled water and for one of the mix-
192tures of ethylene glycol and glycerol at 33%. In Fig. 4 an ITO plus
193alumina covered substrate with HDMS spun-on is compared with
194a similar substrate with Teflon 10% and with a third substrate with
195HDMS followed by Teflon 10%.
196As can be seen, HMDS improves significantly the initial contact
197angle value in the two liquids.
198In view of these results, we established as our baseline sub-
199strate the one having ITO, Alumina, HDMS treatment and Teflon
20010% for the rest of the experiments.
201We then analyzed different PLM of ethylene glycol–glycerol as
202alternatives to distilled water for many applications requiring high
203static contact angle and good and stable dynamic transient. In

Fig. 1. Electrowetting on dielectric schematic side view.
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204 Fig. 5, lateral view of the drops showing the initial contact angle
205 values are shown for our baseline substrate and for the various
206 mixtures of liquids and distilled water for comparison. The values
207 typically range between 101.7� and 106� slightly increasing with
208 the glycerol concentration. The contact angle of distilled water
209 was between 115� and 123�. These results show that the

210hydrophobicity of the surface has been enhanced by comparison
211with the 104� for distilled water on Teflon according to the data-
212sheet. Moreover, a contact angle of 105.998� has been achieved
213for the largest glycerol concentration used in our experiments
214(PLM 33%).
215Table 1 shows a comparison of the main parameters we have
216measured for an electrowetting experiment applying a voltage of
21715 V in all cases to 10 ll droplets. As can be seen, the initial contact
218angle increases as the glycerol contents is increased and similar
219behavior is observed for the contact angle change Dh and for the
220percentage of the contact angle recovery after the voltage is
221switched OFF. The contact angle change is significant even for this
222moderate value of voltage. We estimated also the fall time defined
223as the times between the 10% and 90% of the total angle change.
224Our measurements were performed using a time step of 0.01 s
225and in the lower contents of glycerol the fall time was smaller than
226the time resolution of the equipment. We also report on Table 1 the
227viscosity of the different mixtures of liquids. Fig. 6 shows the def-
228initions we have used of the delay time td, the time to respond, tr,
229and the difference between td and tr that receives the name of fall
230time [28].
231Fig. 7 summarizes the information provided in Table 1. In this
232polar plot the five main parameters studied in this work, are plot-
233ted for several mixture values of the polyol. We have shadowed the
234case corresponding to 33.3% mixture as our preferred choice for

Fig. 2. Schematic of contact mode measurement setup (left) and picture of the experimental set-up (right).

Fig. 3. (a) AFM image of Teflon 10% layer after applying 10 V, (b) AFM image of Teflon 10% layer before applying 10 V.

Fig. 4. Initial contact angle of distilled water and ethylene glycol–glycerol 33%
mixture on different hydrophobic layers (only HMDS, only Teflon 10% and
HMDS + Teflon 10%).

Fig. 5. Side pictures of liquid droplets of DIW and polar liquid mixtures (PLM).
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235 more detailed analysis as this mixture exhibits a good trade-off
236 among maximum recovery, contact angle variation and short delay
237 and falling time.
238 In Table 2 we summarize our results on the contact angle
239 change, fall time and contact angle recovery percentage for dis-
240 tilled water and the 33% mixture of ethylene–glycol and glycerol
241 for several values of the applied voltage. As can be observed, sig-
242 nificant change of contact angle can be achieved at voltages less
243 than 25 V. The fall time decreases as the voltage is increased,
244 although this has to be taken cautiously, as in the larger voltages
245 the transient has an overshoot and then the relevant figure should

246be the settling time (time required to reach the steady state value)
247instead of the fall time. These results in Table 2 show that the
248Alumina-Teflon stack layer allows for low voltage operation, good
249recovery and fall time in the range of tens of milliseconds for 15 V.
250Taking into account the different values of the initial contact angle,
251Table 2 also shows the percentage recovery, as can be seen a
252recovery greater than 85% is observed in all cases and the ethylene
253glycol–glycerol mixtures recover quite similarly to water. Fig. 6
254shows the definition of delay time, response time and falling time.
255We have also performed full transient measurement of the
256contact angle using the ethylene glycol–glycerol 33% mixture for
257several voltages, namely 5, 7, 10, 15 and 25 V and compare it with
258distilled water. This is shown in Fig. 8 where the transients regis-
259tered for a 10 ll droplet. The transients shown are a sequence of
260an OFF_ON switch followed by an ON_OFF switch after 2 s. We
261can observe that the transients exhibit a sharp drop of the contact
262angle value when the voltage is applied and, in the case of larger
263voltages, an overshoot is observed followed by a stabilization
264phase toward a steady state value. In all cases we can interpret
265the results as over-damped transients.
266In Fig. 9 shows a plot of the (cosh � cosh0) value, where h is the
267contact angle at the steady state (taken at a time t = 2 s just before

Table 1
Conductivity and electrowetting measurements for several mixtures of ethylene
glycol and glycerol for 15 V of applied voltage.

Liquid
material

Viscosity
(cP)

Initial
contact
angle (�)

Contact
angle
change (�)

Fall
time (s)

Contact angle
recovery (%)

PLM 11.11% 37.3 101.7945 15.131 0.01 92
PLM 20% 60.2 103.1655 9.65 0.08 93
PLM 25% 65.4 105.181 12.841 0.095 95
PLM 29.25% 73.7 105.1955 12.2105 0.08 95
PLM 33.33% 92.8 105.9975 20.4195 0.06 97
PLM 36.84% 94.2 103.808 7.033 0.048 95
PLM 42.86% 120.6 96.879 6.869 0.06 91

Fig. 6. Definitions of the delay time td, the time to respond, tr, and the difference
between td and tr that receives the name of fall time.

Fig. 7. Polar plot of the five main parameters studied in this work, plotted for several mixture values of the polyol. We have shadowed the case corresponding to 33.3%
mixture as our preferred choice.

Table 2
Summary of electrowetting measurements for distilled water and 33% mixture of
ethylene glycol and glycerol for several values of applied voltage.

Liquid droplet Voltage
(V)

Contact angle
change (�)

Fall
time
(s)

Contact angle
recovery (%)

Distilled water 5 0.24 – –
7 6.35 0.17 95.74

10 18.63 0.11 100
15 36.99 0.15 92.57
25 35.33 0.04 95.32
50 37.23 0.03 87.71

Ethylene glycol–
glycerol 33%

5 3.83 0.43 96.12
7 11.66 0.33 93.40

10 19.48 0.12 95.71
15 27.21 0.03 95.51
25 35.95 0.03 86.97
50 37.78 0.01 86.82
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268 the voltage is removed), and h0 is the initial contact angle value.
269 The values of are plotted as a function of the applied voltage V.
270 The logarithm of the Lippmann–Young equation can be written as,
271

log ðcos h� cos h0Þ ¼ log
ere0

2hc
þ 2 log V ð1Þ

273273

274where h is the thickness of the dielectric, c is the surface tension e0

275is the vacuum permittivity er is the relative permittivity of the
276dielectric layer and V is the applied voltage between the droplet
277and the substrate. It is clear from Eq. (1) that the value of the slope
278of the plot of log (cos h � cos h0) as a function of logV should have a
279value of 2. Our best fit of the Lippmann–Young equation in Fig. 9 in

Fig. 8. Transient contact angle by applying a step voltage of OFF–ON–OFF for 2 s with 5, 7, 10, 15, 25 V to distilled water 10 ll and PLM 33%.

Fig. 9. Plot of the value of the difference (cosh � cosh0) as a function of the applied voltage for: (a) distilled water, and (b) PLM 33.3%.

Fig. 10. Dynamic EWOD measurements on distilled water and ethylene glycol–glycerol 33% for: (a) 2 Hz and (b) 5 Hz 10 V amplitude signal.
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280 the range where it holds in the experiments, gives us a value of the
281 electrowetting factor (e0er/2hc) of 3.25e�3 for the ethylene glycol–
282 glycerol mixture and 5.23e�3 for water. We also see that the con-
283 tact angle saturation is reached for voltages between 10 and 15 V
284 in all cases.
285 EWOD devices are to become the mainstream technology for a
286 number of applications such as lab on chip or liquid lenses and this
287 is why the commutation properties of the liquid have to withstand
288 many switching cycles. In order to see how the experiments
289 performed in this work behave under a square signal of given
290 amplitude and frequency, we have registered the dynamic contact
291 angle when a 10 V amplitude, 2 Hz (Fig. 10a) and 5 Hz (Fig. 10b)
292 frequency were applied. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
293 We can observe that the 33.3% mixture of ethylene glycol–
294 glycerol reaches a regime of almost constant amplitude after the
295 first few cycles have elapsed. On the contrary, the distilled water
296 behavior is more uncertain concerning the contact angle change.
297 If we increase the signal frequency to 5 Hz, the result is shown in
298 Fig. 10b. There we can see that we are over the frequency band-
299 pass of the system and stable values after every switch are not
300 reached, although the 33.3% mixture of ethylene glycol–glycerol
301 has a periodic shape. This would mean that the cut-off frequency

302of the system explored in this work is in the range of 2–5 Hz for
30310 ll droplets.
304In order to analyze potential degradation of the contact angle
305change from the ON to OFF voltage, we have registered up to
3061000 cycles of 10 V amplitude signal to both distilled water and
307PLM 33.3% samples (Fig. 11). Fig. 11a shows a very fast degradation
308of the contact angle change in the first 100 cycles approximately
309and after that, the droplets of the distilled water are practically
310insensitive to the applied voltage change. This is more clearly
311illustrated in Fig. 11b, where the difference in contact angle as a
312function of time is plotted. On the contrary the droplets of PLM
313mixture at 33.3% (Fig. 11d), although a degradation is also
314observed, it gets, in approximately the first 30 cycles, to a steady
315state regime with an stable contact angle change of 10�.
316Fig. 12 shows an staircase up and down voltage ramp to further
317explore the dynamic recovery of the DIW and of the PLM. Results
318show that, looking at the recovery part of the picture, DIW droplet
319seems to lag behind the voltage stair case and a kind of memory
320effect is observed. On the contrary, the droplet of PLM 33.33% fully
321recovers without significant delay.

3224. Conclusions

323In this work we report several electrowetting experiments
324using non aqueous liquids and compare with distilled water. We
325have found that the integrity of the Teflon layer is better preserved
326if an alumina barrier layer is deposited prior to the Teflon and
327HDMS is used as adhesion promoter. Additionally, low voltage
328electrowetting is achieved as the layer of Alumina also allows the
329use of a thinner layer of Teflon while avoiding breakdown or dam-
330age of Teflon layer. We have improved the hydrophobicity of Teflon
331layer just by spin-coating HMDS prior to Teflon layer deposition.
332We have analyzed different mixtures of ethylene glycol with glyc-
333erol and have compared them to distilled water, demonstrating
334that these non-aqueous liquids can be an alternative to water in
335terms of contact angle change, time response and recovery.
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